RAINBOW FC CODE OF CONDUCT FOR PLAYERS
-

-

-

Always play to the best of your ability and within the spirit and the laws of the game.
Avoid gamesmanship and times wasting.
Avoid all violent and dangerous play and understand there is ZERO tolerance towards any form of
violent behaviour.
NEVER use inappropriate, foul or abusive language.
Always accept the referees/official’s decisions without any adverse comment and without showing
any form of dissent.
Treat everyone with respect always, including: officials, your own team-mates and manager,
assistants & coaches, the opposition players & management, all parents & supporters. Always abide
by the instruction of your team manager, assistant & coach provided they do not contradict the
spirit of the code.
Club polo shirt MUST be worn at training unless told otherwise.
Must arrive on time for training
Polo shirts shin pads and water compulsory
Match kit is not to be worn other than to matches or unless told otherwise
Registered players must have access to the groups communication, we use WhatsApp platform to
pass team information and must reply to group requests and appointments. Failure to answer texts
could mean you child could be omitted from games due to lack of or no response
Becoming a registered member of Rainbow FC means regardless of attendance your payments
secure your place that you've registered for. So regardless of absence your yearly or monthly
payments are to be paid on time or must be discussed. There will be no refund whatsoever once you
have made a payment for your place

RAINBOW FC CODE OF CONDUCT FOR PARENTS/CARERS/SPECTATORS
A parent’s /carers/spectator’s expectations and attitudes have a significant bearing on a child’s
attitude towards:
- Other players
- Officials
- Managers
- Spectators
This club will ensure that parents/carers/spectators within your* club are always positive and
encouraging towards all of the children not just their own and will encourage
parents/carers/spectators to:
- Applaud the opposition as well as their own team
- Avoid coaching the child during the game
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- Not to shout and scream
- Respect the referee’s decision
- Give attention to each of the children involved in football not just the most talented.
- Give encouragement to everyone to participate in football.
The club will ensure that parents/carers/spectators agree and adhere to the Code Of Conduct and
Child Protection Policy.
Players that receive Yellow Or Red Cards for Dissent Or Violent Behaviour will pay their own fine to the
Club that has been sanctioned by the FA
Rainbow FC has the right to exclude a parent or player if we feel the conduct is Aggressive, Abusive
or Disrespectful towards any member of staff, player or opposition without any refund.
Items lost or left behind are not the responsibility of the Club. There will be a storage charge of £2.
Any players that has previous situations at other clubs that are not resolved could have their
membership suspended or terminated with no refund.
Private Hearings or Appeals will incur a cost of £25. The General Managers decision is final and
binding.
Rainbow FC can also terminate membership if there is a low level of attendance or if there is lack of
payment that is due. Again, there will be no refund.

ENSURE YOU’VE READ CAREFULLY AND UNDERSTOOD THE CODE OF
CONDUCT OF RAINBOW FC BEFORE YOU SIGN ANY FORM
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